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Prelude
Instrumental.

Everything is
Different Now
Heart full of coal
Get the feeling something ain’t right
Upon my shoulder, I hunt for light
Smell desperation, and a loathing that’s sublime
One more spectre wading in the awful night
You know, I’d like to see you, if I could just see myself
Could you fetch my pince nez, on the marble shelf?
Where the bust of Hermes holds court, with a slight off-centre scowl
Nine paces further and all is different now

Everything is Different Now

Did you receive the telegram I sent through yesterday?
Did you feel the meaning, I tried to sublimate?
I’ve carried over the wild bridge, more than I care to take
Everything is different now, and there’s so much more at stake
The Athenian barrista exorcises her Parisian tongue
Spanish joker fumbles to the motorik run
The window’s always dirty and the shutter’s winding down
This double shot’s a hunger stop and all is different now
So bide your time and hold until I write you once again
Enclosed will be directions of our grand and timely plan
Mark your eye for rendezvous on the southern side of Rome
Everything is different now – I’m heading home.

Everything is Different Now

Everything is Different Now - official film clip

Rings
I can feel the rings spinning ‘round again
In this lonely vessel, round. Round in circles I’ve been
Endless days of random drifting, through indifferent channels lifting up my hopes and
dreams and visions for the world that still might be
I can see the vision poised clearer than it’s been before
Through the mire, we’re sailing straight as others lag behind
The moon is dark and we’re drifting
Through blackness the likes of which ain’t not been seen
And all tides swell
Breaking banks afoot the land
And the game plays on
Must admit I’m none the wiser
Your heart may change
Seize your eyes on the wave that washes everything forever
I can hold this vessel moored by the waterside for evermore
But through the mire we circle out and leave our post behind
The mood is darkness, lifted, and a stillness carries in us,‘til Old Tom complains of pains
Marauded, beckons for the sand
And the game plays on
Must admit I’m none the wiser
Your heart may change
Peel your eyes for the wave that washes everything forever
And when the evening comes around
I’m perched atop the hill
I’m eyeing over this town with a sly contented zeal
Because in two morning’s time, after I set this place on fire
My tears will heal your wounds,
And a scent of ash and cinnamon will be all that’s left behind
And the game plays on
Must admit I’m none the wiser
Your heart may change
Seize your eyes on the wave that washes everything forever.

Intermission
Instrumental.

Ambiguous
Desire

When the light falls down on the scarlet haze
There’s a tower over there
Dancing in its silhouette
Spires in the fore
Steel in the background
A strange feeling of yore
And a drum beat sound

Pink sky of fire and imaginary choirs call you deep into the night
Sup your last sip, lock into the pull of an Ambiguous Desire
When the light falls down
And the Tron-lamp’s glaze
Steals through the mist
In the haze down there
There’s a wolf in the scrub
And in the corner of your eye
The people down there are of a different kind

There’s a pink sky of fire and imaginary choirs call you deep into the night
Sup your last sip, lock into the pull of an Ambiguous Desire
Careful not to trip on the cobblestone squares, cos the beast is after you
You’re living in its lair, it’s the master of deception and it sees things through
All the people down there
Are of a different kind
Said the black cloaked-figure
From his elevated line
He says: I make the rules
I decide
Who gets to come and who gets to run and who gets to hide
And if you’re on my side
And if you’re on my side

There’s a pink sky of fire and imaginary choirs call you deep into the night
Sup your last sip, lock into the pull of an Ambiguous Desire
Careful not to trip on the cobblestone squares, cos the beast is after you
You’re living in its lair, it’s the master of deception and it sees things through

When the darkness thrives, you should be on my side
When the darkness thrives, you should be on my side

The New Fire
Altair and Aquila have circled into view
The mighty ship has sailed into a firmament of blue
Starry vessel and commander, carving comets in the sky
Lusting for the heavens
Who’s got the new fire?

The saviour and saboteur will not make it this time
On a quest for Golden Fleece, where the wind whips up the waves
See that wave ‘a rollin’, into the ancient dark of night
Not even Egypt’s kings, were this double bred for death by fire

Daniel’s in the den trying to meet it at the eye
But the beast is rarely burdened; if you’re wise you can contain it
The pounding of the wind, the beating of the drum
Who’s got the new fire, and is there only one?

Who’s got the new fire? And can I get a taste?
Can’t promise I won’t light up, and lay this joint to waste
Still, there’s no much that I don’t want to erase

Who’s got the new fire?
Who’s got the new fire?

The New Fire - official film clip

East of the Cross
There’s no celebration
You feel no delight
Harsh machinations
You’re all tucked up tight
Sirens and sadness
Wails in fright
Dancers and darkness
Terrible sights
Beneath pillars of concrete
Through velvety eyes
East of the Cross
October skies
Rustling leaves
Footsteps behind
Chariot wheel
Of the ghostly kind
Yet you must let it take you
Dare go out in the cold
Flies in the belly
The Scorpion of old
This is the gamble
And this is the bite
East of the cross
On an October night
You feel desperation
You smell trepidation
Your eyes have gone numb with
The lucid sensation
All Hallows horizon
Can’t help but despise
You yearn to escape
To what’ll all that give rise?
It was 1237
In Julian’s time
When the Scorpion rose
To the devil’s delight
Not much has changed
It’s the same dead light
East of the Cross
Under October skies

Ruminations on Rings:
Creative notes behind
the scenes
The earliest lyrical fragments and sonic nuggets of Rings find their roots stashed in
at least a decade’s worth of rumination, incubation and good old fashioned tooling
around. I recall some of its lines and imagery harking as far back as 2006, but we
can chart the bulk of its initial sketches to late 2016 and 2017: the first ‘Cold War
spy-era’ inflections of ‘Everything is Different Now’ for example, and the general
vision for a new collection of tunes that would surpass early demo EP ‘Reconcile’ by
building on that same brooding Western vein, only with a fatter band orchestration
behind it.
Rings as a body of work is really a product of the Saturn in Capricorn era: a potent
three or so year moment in global affairs, where, driven by a generational
Plutonian overhaul, the final crumbling of our collective systems, global
governance and authority appeared dead-bound for its inevitable transformation.
Shit felt serious after years of relative escapism. On a personal front, reality was
catching up.
The album didn’t really get off the ground until the middle of 2019, when Cameron
Laing: Mogul, Producer, chief engineer and champion cat breeder at The Famous
Gold Watch Studios, talked me off the cliff from postponing and almost cancelling
our session, to instead head in and put down some sonic juice. Times were, as I
said, uncertain: emotional fallout from a long-term relationship split, no real place
to call home in Berlin, and the general feeling of world weariness, the proverbial
rug ever pulled from beneath. Powered by the Mogul’s swagger and endless
marmite supply, I laid down a session’s worth of guide tracks in the FGW’s live
Blue room on vox and telecaster. The vibe was on point, the performances
surprisingly decent (so much so that we ended up using the original takes for the
final versions without overdubbing). Resident tub smasher Gidon ‘Gidimonster’
Carmel came in the next day to lay down his percussive moxie, giving the tunes a
‘shell’ while helping inform the next stages of sonic direction.
I returned to the studio months later with Phil ‘The Weasel’ Walker, the Wizard of
Axe, who shelled out his artillery of fresh bass lines and and electric guitar stank,
filling the canvas out potently, particularly on ‘Everything is Different Now’,
which had suddenly elevated from broody meanderer to apocalyptic, full throttle
gut puncher.
It was now February 2020. I trained to Warsaw at the month’s end, returning to a
pre-lockdown Berlin as Europe was bunkering down in its first days of pandemic
oddity. The words ‘weird’ and ‘strange’ have been uttered 10,000 times since.
‘Everything is Different Now’ was released a week later in near prophetic, and
wholly unplanned, timing, an odd reflection of the zeitgeist.

With the assistance of Mogul Laing and Gold Watch label manager T. Rawprawn,
we threw together a last minute film clip for this single using a cheap camera and
an inordinate amount of artificial fog, which plumed out uncontrollably from the
Blue room and later took over the entire studio bunker like something out of the
Evil Dead.
Two singles followed: ‘The New Fire’, featuring the superbly talented Mone on
vocals, and ‘Ambiguous Desire’, which is still missing its film clip (we’d planned a
storyboard featuring a cast of hand puppets — I’m still hoping we do it).
‘Rings’ is a short album, comprising seven songs: two instrumental interludes, an
ethereal ballad, a wobbly groove hit, an apocalyptic gut puncher, a Cure-esque four
to the floor organ grinder, and a porn-horn-drizzled speedway power banger. It
works as a set listening piece, and has been designed to flow that way.
Opener, ‘Prelude’ is a Morricone-esque spaghetti western mini-opus, empowered by
the majestic trumpet of Berlin orchestral beast, Musty-T, aka Dirty Al, aka Dirty
Sanchez, aka filthy Al, aka T-Filth. I can’t exactly retrace where the idea came for
this tune. I’m a big fan of old spaghetti westerns, and brooding, cinematic scores
from the likes of Ennio Morricone — uncontested legend of this genre (RIP) — and
seems to gravitate towards desert scenes and outlaw archetypes.
The chord progression for Prelude is essentially identical to the outro on the
album’s closer, ‘East of the Cross’ (in a different key). It mirrors those chords as a
throughline motif, and appears again in track #4: ‘Intermission’. We left Musty-T
to his devices in this session, and he ripped out a symphonic wet dream with this
final effort. Add Mogul’s desert chain gang choir aaa-ooo-ing from the dusty peaks,
and chains clanking in the periphery, and you’re brow-deep in Tarantino country.
All this draws the curtains for the opening two big hitters: ‘Everything is Different
Now’, which I’ve already riffed at length on, and the eponymous ‘Rings’: a weird
song that I didn’t think would originally make the final cut. The chorus effect on
the guitar occasionally mimics a ‘Cure’ vibe here, and Mogul’s twinkling saloon
piano inflections take me straight to a dilapidated saloon in Westworld. It’s a
unique verve: ‘60s/future textures juxtaposed and plodding into atmospheric,
dystopian breakdowns. I performed the bass riff for ‘Rings’ on my hands and knees,
pushing the foot pedals of the studio’s kitsch-ass 1960’s upright organ with my
palms, to give that chunky, distorted bass drone.
‘Intermission’ kicks in here and tips its hat to the opening prelude, a ‘breather’
track that marks a shift in the scene. Mogul churned out this organ action after a
long day at the helm; it has an untrustworthy trash-lounge vibe to it.
Third single, ‘Ambiguous Desire’ makes its entrance here with that off-kilter,
Latin-esque riff that wobbles into a boozy groove, laden soon with cello plucks,

Satellite of Love-esque ‘bom bom boms’, Weasel’s ever-reliable surf axe, and spooky
chorus choirs (which is actually my voice manipulated twenty octaves to the sky
through the sleight of Mogul’s sonic trickery).
My baritone finds a lush bed to rest on in second single, ‘The New Fire’, another
shift of tone into mysterious ballad turf, with the pensive, tremolo guitar riff
building into a moving duet with Berlin-based Dutch artist, Mone, so too a spinetingling orchestral climax written and created by the Mogul, who spent a good
hundred or so hours in the dungeon cutting and pasting those French Horn and
string parts together note by note.
The guitar line for The New Fire tune originally reared its head out while I was
hibernating inside my now defunct writing studio above the Famous Gold Watch
HQ circa late-2017. The facility was an old Stasi spy station once upon a time ( a
Soviet armaments factory before that), so it has a fair amount of vibe: a labyrinth
of linoleum corridors tinged with the unmistakable mustiness of frustrated
Communism.
I’d rented my room there for about a year: a sweet 20sq metre den with 15 foot
ceilings, painted viridian green, with window facing out to the Weisensee tram
depot. Strassenbahnen squeaked and squealed in the dark winter afternoons, as I
sat there wrestling with words, chiselling riffs and nutting out the album’s earliest
formations. From memory, I’d had Pink Floyd’s ‘Shine on you Crazy Diamond’ in
my head the day The New Fire emerged, inspired by Gilmour’s haunting ‘Syd’s
theme’ at the beginning of Part II.
A consummation of the album’s earlier rock moments, ‘East of the Cross’, brings the
brief adventure to a rousing summit: sparse aggression building into wailing filth
horn, with speedway guitar solos fending off each other into an untamed,
animalistic release of dirt and fury. This is the only time I bust out saxophone on
the album, which as far as I’m concerned gives me license to tear as much ass as
possible in one single riff. Indulgent? Bereft of finesse? Guilty as charged. What
can I say? I aint no jazz musician.
I had grand visions of additional interludes, a final ‘credits’ sequence, and a whole
bunch of other stuff that didn’t make the final cut for Rings, but all that’ll have to
wait for another adventure. For now, I’m proud to offer the goods as they are: a
debut offering, the first, hopefully, of many more.
Enjoy the ride.
— CH, January 2021
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